Since 1986

WASHING
Washing units ensure
maximum efficiency adaptable
to any washing process
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TVE-ESCALE engineering

TRADITION

COMMITTED TO THE ENVIRONMENT

TVE-ESCALE is the result of the merger
between TEXTILE VACUUM EXTRACTOR CO.
(USA) and SISTEMES INDUSTRIALS ESCALE,
S.A. (SPAIN), two leading companies that
combined synergies with the aim of developing
a new generation of machinery.

TVE-ESCALE manufactures machinery for
the textile finishing industry with an emphasis
on quality, in particular washing, bleaching
and dyeing, and developing our own bespoke
systems to optimise processes.
Since its incorporation, TVE-ESCALE has
been committed to monitoring and mitigating
its’ environmental impact and with our close
cooperation with universities and chemical
companies we strive to find ways to further
reduce our water consumption, chemical and
energy usage.

With over 30 years’ experience, continued
improvement of its products and a history of
outstanding customer service and reliability,
TVE-ESCALE is now present in 5 continents.

GIVING SOLUTIONS
TVE-ESCALE is committed to its customers. As
a result we always offer the best solution for our
clients.
TVE-ESCALE machinery is recognised for
its quality, reliability, robustness and low
maintenance costs.

Our goal is to contribute to a more sustainable
world in collaboration with our customers,
employees and society as a whole.

LEADER
TVE-ESCALE has positioned itself as a world
leader in vacuum technology and submerged
suction.

TVE-ESCALE engineering, a subsidiary of TVEESCALE, responds to unique problems and
offers a variety of bespoke solutions in areas
such as production processes or quality.

We have achieved this through our advanced
technologies and innovative thinking with
respect to the processes of washing, bleaching
and dyeing. As a result we have become a
benchmark in the global textile industry.

With TVE-ESCALE, you have a reliable,
professional and experienced partner not only
for the present needs of your business but one
that will help you grow in the future.
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Washing Process

TVE-ESCALE understands the washing process
as a very important part of the finishing.
For this reason, TVE-ESCALE has close
collaborations with customers and chemical
companies in order to become a world leader
in this field.

All units TVE-ESCALE washing guarantee:

For all this, TVE-ESCALE has developed
advanced technology and conceptual
innovation in traditional washing processes that
set new standards for the industry.

Using vacuum and submerged suction
technologies created by TVE-ESCALE ensures
maximum efficiency during the washing
process and allows a reduction in the overall
length of the installation.

TVE-ESCALE offers the market a range of
washing units, which incorporate the latest
technology in performance and control of
the fabric tension. These washing units;
SMARTEX, SHARK-2000 and ROTOPRESS,
provide efficiency and flexibility to meet all
requirements and needs for the washing
processes.

•
•
•
•

Outstanding finish
Minimal water consumption
Maximum energy efficiency
Robustness and easy maintenance

To ensure the best results, TVE-ESCALE only
works with the best global suppliers.
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SMARTEX
Increasing the washing effect thanks to
the system of chambers

Features
• Individually driven rollers for better feeding of fabric without tension
• Separate chambers to reduce the level of contamination in the water
• Counterflow feeding system for a better bath exchange
• Large diameter rollers to avoid creasing
• Steamtightness for better wash effect and a reduction in steam consumption
• Load cells to provide perfect tension control
• Easy access to all mechanical elements
• Minimum maintenance cost
• Low water and energy consumption
• Modular system, adaptable to any installation
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Smartex Concept
The SMARTEX washing unit is constructed of
individual chambers with openings at alternate
ends which forces the liquid to circulate inside
with a “zig-zag”. This counter flow design
means that the cleaning liquid flows in the
opposite direction to the fabric ensuring
maximum cleaning effect.
The arrangement of several units, each one
higher than the last and complemented
with intermediate padders and counterflow
technology ensures that dirt collected lower
down cannot make its way up to the next unit.
This circulation methodology coupled with the
counter flow technology allows us to obtain an
excellent quality wash finish and with a high
degree of efficiency.

The numerous models of SMARTEX machines
and the modular construction concept mean
that the right combination can be found to
provide the optimal solution for your needs.

Different models suitable
for each process

S

M

E

S = Single loop unit
M = Unit with intermediate rollers for a better
washing effect
E = Unit with squeezer rollers for a better bath
exchange

Counterflow
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ROTOPRESS
Efficient washing for sensitive fabrics

Features
• Quality washing effect thanks to perforated drums and recirculation
• Lower water consumption
• Low and controlled tension
• Steamtightness for better wash effect and a reduction in steam
consumption

• Creaseless fabric feed, even with sensitive fabrics
• Minimum maintenance cost
• Modular system, adaptable to any installation
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Rotopress Concept
Rotopress washing units are formed with
two perforated drums made from stainless
steel which serve as a support for the
fabric.
The large diameter drums ensure a good
fabric feed but also provide a careful
advancement of the fabric. These drums
have an adjustable drive to ensure minimal
controlled fabric tension.
The spray pipes located around the
perforated drums ensure effective cleaning
with a thin film of water forming around the
fabric while it is advancing.
The bath is constantly being recirculated
with adjustable pump flow spray pipes.
Flow regulation allows us to meet the needs
of different tolerances of different fabrics.

Bath recirculation
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Spray Vacuum Washer technology
Vacuum technology at the service of washing processes

At the entrance of the washing unit the fabric
is sprayed with clean (hot or cold) water on the
upper face. Vacuum slot is installed underside of
the fabric.
In this way sprayed water must pass through the
fabric by means of vacuum. The high speed of the
air when it passes through the fabric increases
the speed of the water which is the vehicle used
to remove contaminants form the fibers.

Spray vacuum washer (SVW)

The fabric comes out of the vacuum slot with a
very low percentage of moisture. In this way, the
fabric is ready to absorb the new bath in better
conditions.
Spray Vacuum Washer unit is mainly used as
accessory for washing improvements between
traditional wash boxes. It allows to separate the
different baths in each wash box, and also it helps
to reduce contamination carried by the wet fabric
into the range.

Spray Vacuum Washer technology guarantees:

• High washing efficiency by sucking water through the fabric at high speeds
• Total elimination of unfixed contaminants
• Increased productivity due to increased bath exchange between washing units
• High productivity with tight spaces
• Uniform washing throughout fabric width
• Savings in the consumptions of water, taking advantage of it if it works by counterflow
• Modular system adaptable to any installation
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Submerged Suction technology
The power of the water through the fabric

The bath is forced to pass through the fabric
twice by means of two submerged suction
slots connected to a special high performance
centrifugal pump.
The pump suck the water through the fabric
and is returned to the wash compartment by
means of specially designed diffusers to prevent
turbulence.
This recirculation of bath has changed the
concept of washing, based on passing the fabric
between a bath with chemical agents, for one
of more efficient, to pass the bath through the
fabric.

Submerged suction tube

The maximum flow that this pump can achieve
is 250.000 lts. per hour. The penetration of the
bath will vary according to the permeability
of each type of fibre (exchange). Also it varies
according to the fabric weight and production
speed.

Submerged Suction technology guarantees:

• Large amounts of bath pass through fabric
• Uniform and deep wash
• Recirculation of the filtered bath
• Maximum performance in the elimination of oils, chemicals and non-boud dyes.
• Space saving for the same washing effect
• Water consumption savings
• Modular system and adaptable to any installation
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SHARK
Highest performance combining vacuum
and submerged suction technologies

Features
• Productivity increase thanks to vacuum and submerged suction
• Faster drying speed because of the latest vacuum system
• Improved fabric quality
• Lower water consumption
• Lower energy consumption
• Space savings
• Shorter payback periods on equipment
• Modular system, adaptable to any installation
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Shark Concept
3 When the fabric
comes out the bath,
it pass to a spray
and squeeze section,
which at the same
time allows the control
of the tension and the
feed of the fabric.

1 A Spray Vacuum
Washer at the
entrance removes
the majority of
contaminants from
the wash cycle. This
reduces the fabric
contamination level
and reduces the
moisture content
before it enters to
the bath.

4 		At the exit of the
unit is the last Spray
Vacuum Washer. This is
responsible for the final
rinse and to reduce the
moisture content of the
fabric before drying.

2 Two submerged
suction tubes inside
the washing bath
force the water
through the fabric.
The high-powered
flow ensures a
much more efficient
extraction of
contaminants than
any other existing
wash system.
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OPTIMUS
The best solution for the extraction
of weaving oils

Features
• Minimum space required for complete oil extraction
• Ideal to place in line with stenter
• Application of submerged suction technology for better performance in
removing oils

• Uses “Spray Vacuum Washer” technology for a uniform and clear final rinse
• Increased drying speed due to the final vacuum process
• Total automation of the entire process through an integrated control panel
• Modular system which is adaptable to any existing installation
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Optimus Concept
3 When the fabric
comes out the bath,
it pass to a spray and
squeeze section, which
at the same time allows
the control of the
tension and the feed of
the fabric.

1 A first bath for
impregnation
of detergents.
The process is
developed with a
great recirculation
and renovation of
bath, which ensures
excellent results.
In addition, the
process efficiency is
increased with the
special submerged
suction system for
impregnations.

4 		At the exit of the
unit is the last Spray
Vacuum Washer.
This is responsible
for the final rinse
and to reduce the
moisture content
of the fabric before
drying.

2 Two submerged
suction tubes inside
the washing bath
force the water
through the fabric. The
high-powered flow
ensures a much more
efficient extraction of
contaminants than any
other existing wash
system.
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Example of washing installations

Installation with rollers

Intallation combined with drums and rollers

Installation for elastic woven fabric and automotive fabric
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www.tve-escale.com
marketing@tve-escale.com
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